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ABSTRACT

An interpolation method for restoring burst errors
in discrete—time, band—limited signals is pre-
sented. The restoration is such that the restored
signal has minimal out—of—band energy. The filter
coefficients depend only on the burst length and on
the size of the band to which the signal is assumed
to be band—limited. The influence of additive noise
and the effect of violation of the band—limitedness
assumption is analysed with the aid of discrete
prolate spheroidal sequences and wave functions. It
is indicated for what combinations of values for
noise power, burst length and bandwidth the method
is still stable enough to be practicable.

INTRODUCTI ON

The aim of this paper is to analyse an interpola-
tion algorithm for restoring burst errors in dis-
crete—time signals that have (almost) all spectral
energy in a given baseband. A possible application
consists of restoration of burst errors in the
audio signals from Compact Disc. These signals usu-
ally have spectra that are reasonably well con-
tained in a baseband whose length is about 2/3 of
the total bandwidth, and the burst lengths that
occur are usually between I and 6.

Choose the sampling time equal to unity, and
consider signals s(k) , —eokroo for which the

Fourier spectrum S(e) , given by

S(O) = s(k)e2J
t, -

(1)

is "negligibly small" outside the interval

IOX/2. Here ø( is a fixed number (i.e. independent
f the particular signal) between 0 and 1. Assume
now that the signal s(k) is unknown for k0,1,...,
m—1, and that one has to reconstruct the unknown
samples from the known ones (m is a fixed integer)
The restoration method investigated here is based
on the following principle : choose the missing

samples s(0) , 5(1)... ,s(m—1) in such a way that
the restored signal has a minimal amount of out—of—
—band energy. That is, minimize

f S(s) 2d9 (2)

as a function of the missing samples. This method
has been worked out in detail in [ij , with special
emphasis on mathematical rigor. In the present

paper the results of [1] are presented, conclusions
are drawn and the performance of the method in
practice is shown.

Minimizing (2) with respect to the unknown
samples s(0) , 5(1),..., s(in—1) gives the following
solution. Consider the low—pass matrix M, given by

I4'#t 1T(\
N = )-•<4,?<o°

This M is such that

(3)

(Ms) (k) = s(l) s(k) (4)
qr( _)

for all k when s is indeed band—limited too(/2. Now
the estimate Z = (1(0), (1) , . . , Z(m_lflT for
the vector of missing Samples obtained by minimi-

zing (2) is

where

= (I—M0y1y0, (5)

= ((Mstr) (0) ,(Mstr) (1) ,.. .,(Mstr) (m_lflT,(6)

Str(k) = 0 or s(k) according as 0 k m—1 or
not, and M0 is the square Toeplitz matrix, given by

I1ii\M0 =(e) ) k,l=0,1,...,m—1 . (7)

In view of (4) it is interesting to note that
the solution of the interpolation problem is such
that

1(Ms) (k) — s(k2 (8)

is minimal as a function of the missing samples for
=(s(0) , s(1) s(m_lflT. In particular, if s
is indeed band-limited toO/2, one obtains perfect
restoration with this method.

As an aside it is noted that Z can be obtained

iteratively from !o (see (6)) and N0 (see (7)) by
means of the series expansion

+ M0y0 + M20Y0 + (9)

Hence the solution to the interpolation problem is
of the same mathematical form as the one to the ex-
trapolation problem discussed by Sabri and
Steenaart in t2]

Since the interpolation method is to be used
for "real—life" signals (such as audio signals from
Compact Disc) containing (quantizstion) noise that
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where Pk' k=O,1,...,m—1 are random variables with

1 2B.2.2

are almost never completely restricted to a fixed
frequency band, one has to find Out how the method
performs when noise or small out—of—band components
are present. A further point is the feasibility of
the matrix inversion in (5) , and the effect of win-
dowing the signal for the calculation of in

(6) . All these issues can be dealt with by using

asymptotic properties of the eigenvalues and eigen—
vectors of the matrix M0 that have been stud led ex-
tensively by Slepian in [3]. This will be done in
the next section where also interpolation results
are given for certain test signals as well as

"real—life" signals.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Let be the Toeplitz matrix given in (7) , and
denote the eigenvalues and normalized eigenvectors

of M0 byk and k = (vk(O) , v(1) vk(m_1HT
respectively (k=0,1,...,m—1). It is understood here
that 1>o)1>>am7 > 0. Note that bothk and
y depend on m and . The following properties are
crucial when k is small and fixed and m-, then
(see [1, 2.17)] , [3] or [4] , section B

___.i___1 (10)
-& - J L÷J

and (see [i, section 3])

v0(l) > 0, 1 = 0,1,...,m—1. (11)

It is known that (10) is accurate already for small
values of m (see the plots in [3]); e.g. when=
1/2, it gives good results for m. 5. One can see
from (70) that, for small k,

(12)

when rn—poe . Thus, wheno( is not too small, 1—< 1

It can now be indicated when inversion of the
matrix I—M0 is feasible. In fig. 1 level curves of
trace (I—M0y1 as a function of m andOC are plot-

ted, i.e. graphs (m, fc(m)) , where = fc(m) is

such that trace (I—M0)1 = c, and c takes the

values 102_i07. Since trace (I—Mo)?j (1—a0)—1,
it is concluded from (10) that

fc(m)'U .4 (m—*). (13)

Indeed, the graphs (Is, fc(m)) resemble hyperboles.
Since trace (I—MU) is a measure for feasibility
of inversion of I—M0, it is seen that the band to
which the signals must be assumed to be limited de-
creases roughly as 1/rn.

Next consider the effect on the interpolation
results of addition of white noise to a signal
band—limited to o(/2, In fi , section 4] the follow-

ing has been proved : let s(k) = x(k) + n(k) with

x(k) band—limited to /2 and n(k) white noise with
zero mean and varianceg2. Then the interpolation
error E- = (s(0)—Z(0) ,s(1)—Z(1) ,. ..,
s(m_1)_Z(m_1))T is a random vector of the form

(14)

(15)

In the sum Pkk' the term with
k=O is usually highly dominant, for
E1pk32=.k(1—2k)l (see (12) and (15)). Hence,
in view of property (11), the interpolation error
tends to be pulse—shaped. Depending on the applica-
tion, this must be considered as a drawback of the

interpolation method (for application in Compact
Disc, pulse—shaped errors are certainly undesir-
able).

The asymptotic formula (10) can now be used to
find what combinations of values for2, m and 0
are allowed if one wants to keep the interpolation
error below a fraction a of

the average signal energy H s(k) 2. The
result is that m and should roughly stisfy

m(J- log1.-1. (16)r

Fig. 2 shows the interpolation result for a
sine to which white noise has been added (S/N ratio
40 dB) . The power of the interpolation error is 1.3
x signal power. Also notice that the error is
pulse—shaped.

To study the influence of the presence of out—
—of--band components in the signals to be restored

one can use the following property (see [1
Theorem 4.2]) letL9t> and let s(k) =e—2ITJke.
The interpolation error = 's(0)—Z0) ,

(1) se(m_1)—ô (m_1))T is of the form)- , (17)

where, for small k, ck(9) is a rapidly varying
function with envelope of the order (1—2Lky1/2 inOF

For an arbitrary signal s(k) the interpolation
errorE (s(0)—(0) ,s(1)-(1) ,...,s(m_1)_(m_1flT
can be expressed as (see (1) for the definition of

S(e))

le-' I
. + - (18)

Note that the term with k=0 is usually the most im-
portant one.

Figs. 3a—f show interpolation results for some
audio signals from Compact Disc with m = 4 and ( =

0.65. It is seen that the method does not perform
very well when the signal contains significant high

frequency components.

Consider finally the effect of windowing the
signal s(k) on the calculation of Z in (5) - Note
that Z can be written as

= 4j)(r-Mj ' M9)

where r is the rn—vector
a )k=o,1..., m—1 It has been shown in

[1J,section 4 thattl(I—M0y1r1Ildecays slowly as
and that (I—Morlrij is maximal for

1 -(m--1)/2. Hence, in neral a large
ignal segmnt will be needed to restore the
burst.
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CONCLtJS TONS REFERENCES

An interpolation method has been investigated for
the restoration of burst errors in discrete—time
signals that can be considered to be band—limited.
The performance of this method depends very criti-
cally on how realistic the band—limitedness assump-
tion is. It has been observed that the presence of
noise or out—of—band components of very low power
can already produce significant interpolation
errors; this effect becomes worse as the product m
(where in is the burst length and ci the width of the
band to which the signal is assumed to be limited)
increases. It is therefore concluded that the
method is only practicable for modest values of m
and for situations where the signals to be interpo-
lated obey the band—limitedness assumption quite
well.
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Fig. 1 Level curves of trace (I—M0y1 as a
function of burst length m and bandwidth
for the levelsC = 102, i03, iü, iø, 106,
io7.

Fig. 2 InterpOlation result for a sine with
additive white noise; amplitude of sine
214_i, frequency of sine 5/22, noise power
13422 (—40 dB) , burst length m=4, bandwidth
=15/22.
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Fig. 3 Interpolation results for three pieces of
music from compact Disc; burst length m=4
and bandwidth&= 15/22. Figs. 3a (from
Piano concert of Beethoven) , 3c (from Great
Gates of Kiev) and 3e(frosi Violin concert
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of Beethoven) show the original signals and
the restored mutilated signals. Figs. 3b,
3d, 3f show the respective frequency
spectra for figs. 3a, 3c, 3e (for which a
neighbourhood of 512 samples was used)
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